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Ⅰ. Introduction

Cryptography has long been applied to a variety

of communications systems to protect critical

information from adversaries[1]. Limitations such as

high complexity of secret key generation and

vulnerability to eavesdroppers with higher

computational ability, however, motivated security

engineers to consider the possibility of utilizing

physical layer security[2]. This technology blocks a

wireless link from legitimate entities to eavesdroppers

by beamforming with multiple antennas, or by

broadcasting artificial noise (AN)[3] without the need

of sharing secret keys and avoiding high-powered

eavesdroppers.

Meanwhile, many applications nowadays, e.g.,

reconnaissance operation and bank transactions,

require even more secure transmissions such that any

unauthorized entities cannot recognize the existence

of such covert communications or low-probability-of-
detection communications[4].

Covert communications for full-duplex (FD)

systems has been investigated in depth by a number

of past works, ranging from a fundamental system

including a covert transmitter, an FD receiver that

simultaneously emits AN to a warden node[5-7] to more

complex configurations such as FD relays[8,9],

time-division multiple access (TDMA)[10], integrated

satellite-terrestrial communications[11], intelligent

reflecting surface (IRS) systems[12-15], unmanned aerial
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vehicle (UAV) based covert transmissions[16-19], and

Internet-of-Things (IoT)[20,21].

It is worth noting that many past works have

assumed that monitoring nodes are perfectly aware of

the hardware specifications of covert communications

devices. However, the covert nodes may disguise

themselves as other functional entities to increase

confusion at the monitoring nodes.Our previous

work[22] first addressed such a scenario where an

originally FD node that secretly transmits confidential

messages disguises itself as a receive-only HD node

under the assumption of perfect channel state

information (CSI) at every node.

In this paper, we focus on the impact of the channel

uncertainty of the warden node from the perspective

of the destination node on covert communications in

the system model developed by [22]. We take the

expected minimum detection error probability (DEP)

at the warden node into consideration and obtain the

optimal public data rate and transmit power to

maximize the covert rate. Numerical results verify that

the covert rate increases as the availability of the CSI

improves and highlight the importance of optimization

regardless of the level of CSI based on comparisons

with baseline schemes.

Ⅱ. System Model

2.1 Received  Signals
Fig. 1 [22] depicts our considered system model

where the source node S delivers a public message

to the destination node D. At the same time, the

seemingly receive-only destination node carries out a

covert transmission through an unseen antenna to the

hidden receiver R in FD while the warden node W
surveils any suspicious communications links.

The received signal at the disguised FD destination

node can be written as

(1)

Here, xP ~ CN(0,1) and xC ~ CN(0,1) specify the

public and covert messages, respectively, PD and PS

stand for the transmit power at the destination node

and source node, respectively, ~ CN(0, )

denotes the residual self-interference channel after

self-interference cancellation, and zX ~ CN(0, )

means the additive noise at node X.

The distance-dependent channel model is adopted

for the channel coefficient hXY between node X and

Y for X, Y ∈ {S,D,R,W}[23]. To be specific, we let

denotes

the path loss between X and Y. The pathloss is denoted

by L0 at a reference distance d0 =1 m, b signifies the

path loss exponent, and dXY represents the distance

between X and Y. Moreover, the small-scale channel

variable follows CN(0,1).

We assume in this work that the destination node

has access to the CSI of the source node hSD since

the covert communications occurs during ordinary

S-D communications. The hidden receiver is also able

to readily estimate the CSI of the destination and

source nodes, hDR and hSR , during channel estimation

if pilot sequences are informed by the destination node

in advance.

On the other hand, different from the previous

work[22], we consider the channel uncertainty of the

warden node from the perspective of the destination

node. The D-W channel can be modelled as [24]

(2)

in which hDW, and ~ CN(0, LDW) represent the

ground-truth channel, estimated channel and

estimation error, respectively, with r ∈ [0, 1]

denoting the level of estimation correctness. That is,

r = 1 means the channel is perfectly estimated by the

covert communication party, while r = 0 indicates that

Fig. 1. System model [22]
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only the channel distribution information (CDI) is

available.

By an adaptive transmission policy at the source

node, the public data rate rP,D is controlled with the

feedback from the destination node. Accordingly, the

achievable public data rate r ̄P,D is calculated as [25]

(3)

As for the hidden receiver, both a direct-link public

message from the source node and a covert message

from the destination node are received as

(4)

The hidden receiver then decodes and eliminate

public messages in prior to recovering covert

messages. For successful decoding of public

messages, it is required that the public data rate be

limited by its achievable amount as

(5)

Therefore, the achievable covert rate after removing

xP from yR is expressed by

(6)

2.2 Covert Message Detection
During communications, the warden node receives

(7)

In this work, we take a conservative assumption from

the perspective of the covert communications party

that the warden node is assumed to perfectly know

necessary parameters such as hSW , hWD and PS. Upon

this worst-case presumption, the warden node first

removes public messages from yW and obtain the

effective residual signal z. We

then have null and alternative hypotheses as

(8)

The null hypothesis H0 represents an event that a

covert message is not transmitted, and the alternative

hypothesis H1 indicates the other event where the

disguised FD destination node sent a covert message.

Using a radiometer[26] as a detection measure, the

sufficient test statistic T for (8) after observing N →

∞ number of transmissions becomes as [27]

(9)

The warden node decides that a covert link exists if

T≥ t and otherwise when T < t for some threshold

t.

We consider the noise uncertainty on at the war-

den node as in [26] and [28]. Hence,

in decibel scale with and

≥ 0 representing the mean and maximum range,

respectively. The resulting DEP Pr (e) is then

calculated by summing the miss detection and false

alarm probabilities as

(10)

with random covert transmission as Pr(H0) = Pr(H1)

= 0.5[29].

The optimal t that minimizes the DEP is obtained

from [22] as

(11)

and the corresponding minimum DEP is also derived

from [22] as

(12)
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as long as Note that (12)

provides the worst-case minimum DEP assuming that

the warden node knows the exact value of PD.

Ⅲ. Problem  Formulation

In this work, we aim to optimize the transmit power

of the FD destination node and public data rate in

the presence of the channel uncertainty on hDW from

the destination node point of view. We thus formulate

an optimization problem as

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

(13d)

(13e)

(13f)

(13g)

Constraint (13b) ensures that the hidden receiver

successfully decodes and removes a public message

to retrieve a covert message, and (13c) sets an upper

bound on the public data rate to which the destination

node can tolerate. A restraint on the minimum quality

of service for the public message delivery is

included in (13d). Also, (13e) and (13f) guarantee a

non-zero expected minimum DEP for 0≤ e≤0.5

with respect to the imperfectly estimated channel hDW.

(13g) in the end adds the power budget at the

disguised FD destination node.

Ⅳ. Proposed Solutions

First, it can be easily shown that (13e)

automatically fulfills (13f) such that (13f) can be

omitted from (P1). Next, expanding (13e) results in

(14)

in which |hDW|2 inside the expectation can further be

expressed as

(15)

It is analytically intractable to find the exact expec-

tation of the logarithm of terms involving the random

channel estimation error variables and in

(15). In the mean time, Jensen’s inequality[25] by

noting the concavity of the logarithm reveals that

(16)

This leads to a lower bound of the expected minimum

DEP in (13e) as

(18)

Hence, we propose to solve the following alternative

problem:

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

(18d)

(18e)

(18f)

where DEPLB is the right hand side of (17). We

emphasize that satisfying (18e) guarantees (13e) in the

original problem (P1).

Now, we note that the covet rate in (18a) is an

increasing function of PD while the upper limits of

rP in (18b) and (18c) are decreasing functions of PD.

This indicates that the covert rate must be less than
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a value at which one of the upper limits equals to

rP, i.e., rP = min( ). Thus, the optimal rP should

be set as low as possible for the highest covert rate

as

(19)

Let us simplify (P1.1) using the monotonicity of

logarithms as

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

(20d)

(20e)

As a result, the optimal transmit power becomes the

minimum of the upper bounds from (20b)-(20e) as

(21)

Ⅴ. Numerical Results

We evaluate the impact of the channel uncertainty

of the warden node on covert communications through

numerical results. The four nodes are located with

respect to the origin O = (0,0) in a cartesian coordinate

system in a way that the coordinates of S, D, R, W
are (-dOS, 0), (dOD, 0), (0, dOR), (0, -dOW), respectively

(Fig. 2). Unless otherwise stated, the system

parameters are set to as follows: the bandwidth B =

20 MHz, dOX = 100 m, ∀X, source transmission power

PS = 23 dBm, destination transmission power budget

= 23 dBm, quality of service for public messages

= 0.1 bps/Hz, mean noise power at the warden

node = -160 dBm/Hz, noise uncertainty bound z 

= 5 dB, noise power at the hidden receiver and

destination node = = -160 dBm/Hz, residual

selfinterference = -100 dB, minimum DEP

threshold e = 0.45, pathloss exponent b = 3.5, and r
= 0.75.

Fig. 3 presents the average covert rate rC,R as the

source transmit power PS varies for r = 0.75. Noting

that the destination transmit power PD is in general

much smaller than PS to realize covert transmissions,

we make a comparison with “a% PS” where PD is

set to min(a% of PS, ). We first observe that the

optimal public data rate in (19) and destination

transmit power in (21) yield the best covert rate for

all PS regime, highlighting the necessity of carefully

choosing rP and PD. Two additional schemes with the

perfect CSI (r = 1.0) and without the CSI (r = 0.0)

are also plotted in the figure, and each of them clearly

marks the performance bound. Interestingly, even if

only the CDI of the warden node is available at the

FD destination node, the optimization leads to higher

covert rate compared to the naive power allocation

schemes.

Fig. 4 shows the average covert rate rC,R as the

channel estimation correctness r varies. We can notice

that the performance rapidly increases as r approaches

1, or equivalently, the perfect CSI of the warden.

Also, the covert rate with the perfect CSI is

remarkably higher than that without the CSI.

Fig. 2. Node placements
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Nevertheless, since considerably imperfect CSI with

low r still helps providing meaningful covert rate that

is higher than the naive power allocation schemes, we

can once again recognize the importance of

optimizing rP and PD.

Fig. 5 provides the average DEP and the obtained

lower bound DEPLB in (17) as the minimum DEP

threshold e varies. It is confirmed that the average

DEP is strictly larger than DEPLB for every scheme

in all e regime. Meanwhile, since the gap between

them is relatively small especially when e is higher,

which is a preferred requirement in practice, we may

assess the obtained lower bound as a tight

approximation. The figure also verifies that the

proposed optimal solutions yield a just enough DEP

above the threshold e in general while the other

baseline schemes achieve unnecessarily high DEP by

sacrificing the covert rate.

Ⅵ. Conclusion

In this paper, we re-examined a covert

communications system that consists of a source node

communicating with a disguised FD destination node

in [22]. Particularly, we took a step further to study

the impact of the channel uncertainty of the warden

node from the perspective of the destination node on

covert communications. With the imperfect CSI of the

warden node, we assumed the FD destination operates

based on the expected minimum DEP at the warden

node. Since the exact value is difficult to obtain, we

made use of its lower bound to solve the covert rate

maximization problem. Numerical results confirmed

the tightness of the proposed lower bound, and we

observed that the covert rate increases as the

availability of the CSI improves. Furthermore, the

results highlighted the importance of optimization

regardless of the level of CSI based on comparisons

with baseline schemes.
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